
Company: Rohde & Schwarz GmbH & Co. KG Working time: Full-time

City / Region: Munich Contract type: Unlimited

Job ID: 4591

With its leading solutions in the areas of Test & Measurement, Technology Systems and Networks & Cybersecurity, the Rohde & Schwarz
technology group is one of the pioneers of a secure and connected world. Founded more than 85 years ago, the Group is a reliable partner for its
customers from the private and public sectors around the globe.

Head of Strategic IP-to-Business Integration (m/w/d)

Your tasks
- In your role you will take over the disciplinary leadership as well
as the management of the horizontal IP management team
- You will be responsible for the integration of IP management into
planning and value creation processes
- You will be responsible for the planning and execution of
customer-centric workshops and provide methodological support
for the creation of future-relevant business scenarios, as a basis for
the derivation of required IP positions
- You will actively shape the further development and operation of
cross-sectional IP management structures, processes and tools (in
accordance with DIN 77006), in close coordination and cooperation
with internal patent attorneys (vertical IP management) and
business managers

Your qualifications
- You have a degree in engineering or economics and have
professional experience in marketing, product management or
business development 
- Ideally, you have a master's degree in intellectual property
management
- You are experienced in moderating creativity workshops and
have already practically applied various scenario techniques 
- You are enthusiastic about the topic of IP management and want
to proactively advance and expand the topic together with your
team 
- You are motivating and have a conceptual as well as strategic
strength
- You communicate confidently in German and English

Our offer
At Rohde & Schwarz, you can turn your own ideas into real innovations! Our headquarter in Munich offers you the perfect conditions for this to
happen: flexible working time models and opportunities for working from home provide you with the necessary freedom, varied food and sporting
opportunities keep your health intact, and individual training programs for your personal development. Join us and share your ideas with us!

Interested?
We are looking forward to receiving your application! Ideally, you should apply online with the reference number. If you have any questions, please
feel free to contact your recruiting contact via LinkedIn or XING.

Equal opportunities are important to us. We are looking forward to receiving your application regardless of gender, nationality, ethnic and social
origin, religion, ideology, disability, age as well as sexual orientation and identity.
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